
All freedom models follow 
 the same proven design.
   Remove the battery
     and quickly fold down
        in under 30 seconds.

Pneumatic Tyres and Rim

Rubber tyres provide good
traction and virtually

silent operation on
uneven ground.

Inner wheel showing
Valve, split rim and 
clutch driving point

The Powerhouse Freedom Terrain 36 hole Golf trolley continues with 
all the features of the very proven Freedom Trolley

but, with one big advantage. The tyres are made from 3mm
pneumatic rubber, mounted on to a steel split rim wheel,

and inflated with a rubber inner tube. The tube valve is the kind
that you would find on your average car, so no special tools needed to inflate it.

The drive from the axle is passed through a Stainless Steel clutches,
which is virtually indestructible. The benefits of this design offers greater

traction over wet and poor ground.
As the tyres are able to hold and bed in during hard climbing.

Shale pathways and wooded areas are a breeze for
the Powerhouse Freedom Terrain, as traction is almost never lost.

The wheels are steel construction and are finished in grey enamel,
But, the functionality is consistent throughout the Freedom Range.

So no compromise 
If you need a trolley with outstanding performance, whatever the conditions,

the Powerhouse Freedom Terrain is the answer.

The wheels use a quick release mechanism. With the flick of your
wrist, you can select free wheel or quickly remove

them allowing the trolley to be stored in the smallest of space.

Optional extras: 
Umbrella Holder. Score Card. Seat. Canvas Carry Bag.

Cup Holder. High Capacity Charger
Please read enclosed leaflet for all Accessories and current prices

Tubed Pneumatic tyres with steel clutches.
Ready for the most rugged of courses.

TERRA IN

Contents:
1 x Freedom Terrain Golf Trolley
1 x 28ah SFL Battery 
1 x Battery Bag
1 x 12V Charger
Straps
Tool kit and Instructions

Uses:
36 Hole Hard Golf Course
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On upgrades, see web site for details
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